How To Bestow Wisdom Upon Your
Children And Help Them To Become Highly
Respected Members Of Society
Dear Parent,

The world is not always a happy place but it's all we have to offer our children, and all
we can hope is that they will make it a better place for themselves and their children.
To make the world a better place means our children will first need to learn about how
to overcome problems. As a parent you know only too well that your child will have
much to deal with in life including other people and their problems too.
One of the biggest problems facing the next generation and future generations is not
that of the environment and climate change, although this is a real matter for concern, it
is the breakdown of society. All around us we see greed, anger and violence. Sadly,
these are very human traits along with hatred and suspicion, all of which can… and
has… many times led to war, death and destruction.

The importance of moral values…
It's important then for all parents to teach their children well. It's more important now
than at any other time in our history for children to learn about love, trust, friendship and
understanding. We need to teach our children about human values and ethics, so they
can live amongst other races and religions in peace, harmony and with mutual respect.
We should also encourage them to pass down the lessons they learn to their own
children, and we should help them to become good parents themselves by teaching
their own children about the importance of moral values.
You might think that teaching your children about the importance of moral values for the
benefit of humanity as a whole could be an overwhelming task. But, if you agree that
there is a need for better understanding, and you agree that your child will grow to be a
much better person with this knowledge then you will certainly rise to the challenge.

"Each day of our lives we make deposits in the memory banks of our children."
- Charles R. Swindoll

As relevant now as when they were written centuries ago…
To make this potentially life-changing assignment a little easier, we need the assistance
of books. Not necessarily books about history, famous leaders or even religious books
but easy to understand and enjoyable books. We need books that provide knowledge.
Books that have been passed down through the ages, and books that have stood the
test of time.
One such book that has endured, enlightened and educated generations of children and
adults is… Aesop's Fables.
Aesop's Fables have been quoted by many a good parent and teacher over centuries of
learning. And with good reason. Each one of Aesop's Fables is still just as appropriate
and important today!
And you might be surprised to learn that now there is a specially adapted and illustrated
version for children, which is the ideal learning guide. Each short story, or fable,
describes a valuable moral, which is a simple lesson that can be applied to life in
general or to every day situations. Aesop's Fables are just as relevant now as when
they were originally written some thousands of years ago.

Lessons passed on through generations…
Thought to have lived in Greece in the 6th century BC, Aesop was twice enslaved and
finally released and allowed to practice his teachings of wit and wisdom. He became a
very popular figure due to his intellect and humorous expressions but all of his fables
reveal a slightly more serious message. Every saying or phrase that he expressed had
a moral, a meaning which was to be significant and relevant to life, people and
situations.
Many of his lessons have been passed on through all the generations and right to this
day we still refer to some of them. For example, "Birds of a feather flock together",
"Look before you leap", "Notoriety is often mistaken for fame" and "Necessity is the
mother of invention".
"In the final analysis it is not what you do for your children but what you have
taught them to do for themselves that will make them successful human
beings." - Ann Landers

Some of Aesop's Fables also have very deep meanings and it might not always be
obvious to a child exactly what that meaning is, and that's where you as parent come in.
Children between the ages of 5 and 10 may need a little help in understanding some of
the meanings but they will most likely have no problem in understanding the stories.

Fables derived from everyday observations…
Most of Aesop's Fables feature animals, which add charm and enchantment and also
makes the stories much easier to remember. This is an especially good way for children
to learn as most children are usually exposed to tales involving animal characters. Many
children's books feature animals that live out the parts of humans, as do many of the
cartoon characters they watch on TV.
Using animals in this way helps the child to imagine the scenario better and to
remember it for much longer. For example, everyone remembers the story of "The Hare
and the Tortoise", but how many of us would have remembered this tale if it wasn't for
the simple facts that a hare runs very fast and a tortoise walks very slow? They are
prime examples and help to capture the essence of the story, making it believable and
easier to understand.
When you read any of Aesop's Fables you can almost get an insight into his thought
process, and you can understand why he uses story telling to convey his intended
messages. Many of his thoughts are obviously acquired directly from observing all kinds
of people together with their fortunes and failures.
"Your children will see what you're all about by what you live rather than what
you say." - Wayne Dyer

A rich and cherished part of childhood…
Over the years Aesop's Fables have been translated into many languages, including
Russian and Chinese, which has allowed for the stories to be taught to adults and
children all over the world. Also, over the years many of the fables have been expanded
on and adapted for poetry, plays, dramas, films, musicals and cartoons.
Aesop then has inspired many an actor, artist and writer and will no doubt continue to
feature in the arts for the foreseeable future. His Greek folk hero status will ensure the
legend of Aesop will live on forever.
What better mentor could you choose to educate your children in the ways of right and
wrong and good and evil? These short parables are very important to a child's character
development, and not only because they convey deep meaningful values, but because
listening to them when told by a loving parent is a rich and cherished part of childhood.

The power of moral values…
Your children will never forget the stories but as a parent your duty is to explain the
meanings so that there is no doubt that your child fully understands. As your child grows

he or she will experience events in their life that will reinforce the meanings and make
these teachings appear all the more significant.
Also, as your children grow and mature they will likely find that Aesop's Fables can be
applied to their own particular modern lifestyle. Such is the power of the moral values
that each fable reveals.
"Listen to the desires of your children. Encourage them and then give them
the autonomy to make their own decision." - Denis Waitley

There's no doubt that Aesop's Fables remain a popular choice for the moral education
of children all around the world… and that means your children too.
Your children are the most precious human beings on the planet and you would be
depriving them of valuable knowledge and wisdom if you were to deny them access to
this great work. And that's exactly the reason why you should consider having a copy of
the best known of Aesop's Fables available to hand.

Every picture tells a story…
It's got to be the ultimate bedtime story book for children of all ages.
Now, there are several versions of Aesop's Fables available but by far the best and
most treasured is "The Aesop for Children With Pictures by Milo Winter".
This particular book contains 147 fables and 105 of them are beautifully illustrated. Here
are a few examples of the illustrations:

Born in 1886, Milo Winter was a well-known book illustrator whose works include "The
Arabian Knights Entertainments", "Doctor Rabbit and Brushtail the Fox", "Nights With
Uncle Remus" and "Treasure Island".
In this case every picture really does tell a story. The pictures are especially helpful to
younger children as they will associate each of them with the relevant fable. That just
leaves 45 fables without pictures, which could be intentional and should encourage
children to use their imagination.

Ultimate wisdom within cherished words…
"The Aesop for Children With Pictures by Milo Winter" is not only the perfect
educational guide for children, its contents will capture the imagination of every adult
reader too. Fond memories will come flooding back to those who were exposed to at
least some of the fables all those years ago. And new lessons will be learnt by those
who have not yet had the pleasure to experience the ultimate wisdom within these
cherished words.
The actual printed version of the book has been out of print and unavailable for many,
many years but…
Thanks to the Internet and technology there's no need to worry about how you are going
to get your own copy of this outstanding masterpiece. Because you can now download
a copy right away.
"The Aesop for Children With Pictures by Milo Winter" is now available for instant
download. At Just $19.97 it is great value and you could be the proud owner of your
own copy within the next few minutes. The lessons and messages contained within the
works are absolutely priceless!

The most treasured of all possessions…
It's not too difficult to make Aesop's Fables sound interesting, and your child will be
completely spellbound by these enchanting little stories. Don't be surprised to hear your
child asking you to read them over and over again. Education should be fun and the
earlier you start your child on the learning process the more fun they will have as they
begin their journey of discovery.
The moral lessons they will learn from Aesop's Fables will last them all their lives and
help them to understand people better, and the world around them. There could be no
greater gift than the gift of knowledge.
To purchase your copy of "The Aesop for Children With Pictures by Milo Winter"
right away, just click on the "Buy Now" button below. All transactions are 100% safe and
secure.

It could be the most important purchase you could ever make, and prove to be one of
the most treasured of all your possessions.
You will also be giving your child the unique opportunity to learn very important moral
values that they will carry into adulthood, allowing them to bestow their wisdom on
others.
Buy Now Button
Remember! "The hero is brave in deeds as well as words" - Aesop

